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From the heart of the Alps,
to the world’s highest peaks.

climbing skins made in AUSTRIA
Austria

contour is the culmination of more than 40 years of experience in the development and manufacturing of climbing skins. Back in 1975, we started
manufacturing them ourselves in our family-run business in Tirol.
100 % “Made in Austria”, contour climbing skins have proven performance in the harshest conditions throughout the world, whether in ski mountaineering competitions or simply skinning up the local slopes.
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hybrid pure

hybrid mix

guide pure

guide mix

plush:
100% Mohair
adhesive:
hybrid
tip attachment:
tip fix + wire buckle
tail attachment:
tail clip
models:
trimmable, widths
115 & 135 mm

plush:
Mohair blend
adhesive:
hybrid
tip attachment:
tip fix + wire buckle
tail attachment:
tail clip
models:
trimmable, widths
115 & 135 mm

plush:
100% Mohair
adhesive:
hot melt
tip attachment:
tip fix + wire buckle
tail attachment:
tail clip
models: trimmable, widths
115 & 135 mm,
cross- & backcountry skins

plush:
Mohair blend
adhesive:
hot melt
tip attachment:
tip fix + wire buckle
tail attachment:
tail clip
models:
trimmable, widths
115 & 135 mm

hybrid free

splitboard

easy

race

plush:
Mohair blend
adhesive:
hybrid
tip attachment: tip clip
tail attachment:
tail clip
free: 4 lengths,
for ski widths 95 mm +
FAT free: 3 lenghts,
for ski widths 108 mm +

plush:
Mohair blend
adhesive:
hybrid
tip attachment:
Velcro® buckle
tail attachment:
wire buckle + clamp with rivets
models:
trimmable
for boards up to 180 cm

plush:
Mohair blend
adhesive:
hot melt
tip attachment:
Velcro® buckle
tail attachment:
shark tail hook/wire buckle
models:
trimmable, widths
115 & 135 mm

plush:
100% Mohair
adhesive:
hot melt
tip attachment:
race tip
tail attachment:
n/a
models:
widths 59 & 62 mm
length 150cm
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hy
brid

latest generation
adhesive technology
hybrid is the first ever twin layer adhesive technology for climbing skins.
The upper layer sticks the skin firmly to the ski even at low temperatures. It is easy to remove and does not leave any residue on the ski base.
The lower layer binds the upper layer of adhesive to the skin backing.

The result: hybrid technology combines the qualities of hot melt skins and ‘glueless’ skins.
- minimal effort required to separate adhesive sides from each other
- effortless removal from the ski
- no more regluing needed; simply wash the adhesive layer to restore tackiness
- perfect ski base adhesion on multiple ascents
- excellent tack even at very low temperatures
BUT: It is very important to check the adhesive layer regularly and clean it if necessary. Dust, dirt and ski wax residue do affect the adhesive performance and require
the hybrid adhesive to be cleaned.
Quick and easy customisation: All contour hybrid trimmable skins feature our easytrim fit system for simple, easy customisation using the offset hybrid cutter. The
clever bit is: we’ve split the backing foil lengthways into the 3 strips.
So, when applying the skins to trim them, it is only the central strip of the backing
foil that is removed. Leaving the backing foil in place over the edges makes it
smoother and neater to trim them with the offset hybrid cutter. The metal ski edges
stay clear and repositioning the skin is no longer necessary. Then all that’s left to do
is remove the two outer strips of backing foil and you’re done.

backing film is split into
three sections

offset cutter, included
with all hybrid skins
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hybrid pure

100 % Mohair

hybrid mix

Mohair blend

The gold standard in climbing skins.

Our classic all-rounder.

Made with 100% mohair plush for superior glide performance, these
skins are perfect for lengthy, demanding tours. And thanks to the hybrid adhesive technology they are super easy to handle and provide
excellent tack even on multiple ascents.

The mixed mohair plush ensures maximum durability and good glide
performance. And the hybrid adhesive technology means they are super easy to use.

It‘s the little details that make the difference:
• Quick and easy customisation: All hybrid trimmable skins feature
our easytrim fit system for simple, easy customisation using the
hybrid cutter, included with each pair of skins.
• The tail clip sits flush, even on rounded ski tails. For tails that are
thicker than 5 mm we recommend using the ‘wide’ tail clip.
Trimming set includes offset cutter, cleaning wipes and stuff sack with
microfibre cloth to clean and dry ski base before applying skins.
Universal length: The skins come with tip fixes plus tip buckles in a
choice of two different widths. This means you can cut the skins down
to the right length and select the appropriate tip buckle for your skis.
The rivets are easy to affix using a hammer.

It‘s the little details that make the difference:
• Quick and easy customisation: All hybrid trimmable skins feature
our easytrim fit system for simple, easy customisation using the
hybrid cutter, included with each pair of skins.
• The tail clip sits flush, even on rounded ski tails. For tails that are
thicker than 5 mm we recommend using the ‘wide’ tail clip.
Trimming set includes offset cutter, cleaning wipes and stuff sack with
microfibre cloth to clean and dry ski base before applying skins.
Universal length: The skins come with tip fixes plus tip buckles in a
choice of two different widths. This means you can cut the skins down
to the right length and select the appropriate tip buckle for your skis.
The rivets are easy to affix using a hammer.

„The Tesla of ski climbing skins.”

Lou Dawson, www.wildsnow.com

It.#: 56115_ | width: 115 mm – XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL* 169,90 €
It.#: 561157 | width: 115 mm – universal, up to 195 cm

169,90 €

It.#: 561357 | width: 135 mm – universal, up to 195 cm

189,90 €

It.#: 56135_ | width: 135 mm – XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL* 189,90 €

*XS | 145 –152 cm | S | 153 –160 cm | M | 161–168 cm | L | 169–176 cm | XL | 177–184 cm | XXL | up to 195 cm

It.#: 55115_ | width: 115 mm – XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL* 159,90 €
It.#: 551157 | width: 115 mm – universal, up to 195 cm
159,90 €

It.#: 55135_ | width: 135 mm – XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL* 179,90 €
It.#: 551357 | width: 135 mm – universal, up to 195 cm
179,90 €

*XS | 145 –152 cm | S | 153 –160 cm | M | 161–168 cm | L | 169–176 cm | XL | 177–184 cm | XXL | up to 195 cm
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hybrid free Mohair blend
hybrid FAT free

hybrid splitboard

THE ultimate freeride skin.

For splitboards up to 180 cm long with innovative Velcro®
system at the tip.

hybrid free and FAT free skins boast all the qualities you
look for in your freeride kit: small pack size, transferable to a
range of skis, minimal maintenance. These skins can be adjusted by up to 10 cm in length and are designed for skis with a
minimum waist of 95 mm. This means they can be used across
several pairs of skis.
The hybrid FAT free is the natural progression of our free climbing skins for extra-wide freeride skis (waists >108 mm). With
two wider strips for extra traction, the hybrid FAT free skins can
tackle tough ascents on the fattest of skis.

Mohair blend

Comes with rivets to fix the tail clamp in place. Trimming
set includes trimming tool, hybrid cleaning wipe and stuff
sack with microfibre cloth to clean and dry base before
applying skins.
It.#: 551358 | width: 135 mm

180 cm

169,90 €

Including hybrid cleaning wipes and stuff sack with microfibre
cloth to clean and dry ski base before applying skins.

It.#: 406_ | width: 2 x 40 mm

S | M | L | XL*

149,90 €

It.#: 407_ | width: 2 x 50 mm

M | L | XL*

159,90 €

*S | 162–172 cm | M | 171–181 cm | L | 180–190 cm | XL | 189–199 cm

Full Moon – between light and dark
Following the international success of their film ‘Ice & Palms’, freeskiers Max Kroneck and
Jochen Mesle will be hitting the big screen again with their short film ‘Full Moon’. The
film has a gentle feel to it, with some breathtaking ski lines, but most of all showcasing
the stunning winter landscape of the Alps.
The full moon rises up in all its glory from behind a snow-covered mountain peak,
shedding light on a winter wonderland. As night falls, the full moon bathes the winter
mountain landscape in its gentle light, before freeskiers Max Kroneck and Jochen Mesle
set off in search of the perfect line.

supported by contour
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...is the basic fibre used for all of our
skins.
Being one of the most unique natural fibres available, Mohair has excellent properties for climbing skins.

Mohair, the shorn wool
of Angora goats ...

With a diameter of just 0.03 mm and hollow inside, Mohair is extremely fine yet
highly robust and durable. It remains supple and effective even in the coldest temperatures. The Mohair yarn is produced
in compliance with the Mohair Sustainable Guidlines.
The hybrid mix, hybrid free, guide mix
and easy skins are made of 65 % Mohair
/ 35 % synthetic blend and offer not
only good glide performance but also
very high abrasion resistance.
13

Quality
made in
Austria.
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guide pure

guide mix

100% Mohair

Classic mohair plush skin.

Mohair blend

Durable mixed mohair plush with traditional hotmelt adhesive
technology.

These are very lightweight skins for extended, demanding ski
tours with the proven performance of traditional hotmelt adhesive
technology.

• The tip fix connects skins firmly to the tip buckle. The skins cover
the ski base as close as possible to the tips of the skis, which
prevents snow ingress.

• The tip fix connects skins firmly to the tip buckle. The skins
cover the ski base as close as possible to the tips of the skis,
which prevents snow ingress.

• The tail clip sits flush, even on rounded ski tails. For tails that are
thicker than 5 mm we recommend using the ‘wide’ tail clip.

• The tail clip sits flush, even on rounded ski tails. For tails
that are thicker than 5 mm we recommend using the ‘wide’
tail clip.

Guide mix trimming set includes trimming tool, backing foil and stuff
sack.
Universal length: The skins come with tip fixes plus tip buckles in a
choice of two different widths. This means you can cut the skins down
to the right length and select the appropriate tip buckle for your skis.
The rivets are easy to affix using a hammer.

Guide pure trimming set includes trimming tool, backing foil and
stuff sack.
Universal length: The skins come with tip fixes plus tip buckles
in a choice of two different widths. This means you can cut the
skins down to the right length and select the appropriate tip
buckle for your skis. The rivets are easy to affix using a hammer.

Matthias Mayr on Onekotan
© Jonas Blum

contour guide pure | trimmable skins | tip fix, tail clip
It.#: 54115_ | width: 115 mm
It.#: 541157 | width: 115 mm
It.#: 54135_ | width: 135 mm
It.#: 541357 | width: 135 mm

XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL* 149,90 €
universal, up to 195 cm
149,90 €
S | M | L | XL | XXL*
159,90 €
universal, up to 195 cm
159,90 €

contour guide backcountry | front wire, tailclip
It.#: 5850 | width: 50 mm

210 cm

It.#: 53115_ | width: 115 mm
It.#: 531157 | width: 115 mm
It.#: 53135_ | width: 135 mm
It.#: 531357 | width: 135 mm

79,90 €

XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL* 139,90 €
139,90 €
149,90 €
S | M | L | XL | XXL*
149,90 €
universal, up to 195 cm
universal, up to 195 cm

contour guide crosscountry | front wire
It.#: 5738 | width: 38 mm

210 cm

59,90 €

*XS | 145 –152 cm | S | 153 –160 cm | M | 161–168 cm | L | 169–176 cm | XL | 177–184 cm | XXL | up to 195 cm

Recommended by Italian
Skialper Buyer’s Guide
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easy all-in-one

Mohair blend

Easy & innovative
Easy and straightforward to apply thanks to an innovative
Velcro system at the tip. All-in-one trimmable skins are the
best value option for any type of ski. They come with both
a shark tail hook or wire buckle for twin tip skis.
With trimming set, including trimming tool, backing foil
and stuff sack.

race

race Mohair

Ultra-lightweight – the go-to choice for top athletes all
over the world.
Combining both outstanding glide and climbing
performance,
these
race
mohair
plush
skins
are specifically designed for racing, with tip attachments to fit all race skis with a notch.
The skins lie perfectly flush in the tip area to prevent snow
ingress and are lightning fast to remove.

It.#: 5815 | width: 115 mm

190 cm

129,90 €

It.#: 5817 | width: 135 mm

190 cm

139,90 €

Recommended by Italian
Skialper Buyer’s Guide

It.#: 4159 | width: 59 mm

150 cm

99,90 €

It.#: 4162 | width: 62 mm

150 cm

99,90 €

rolls of skin farbic
Rolls of adhesive-coated climbing skin fabric (approx. 40
m long): 100 % mohair, mixed mohair, or race mohair in a
selection of widths

It.#: 5_000 | Mohair/mix | widths: 38 | 50 | 60 | 62 | 65 | 68 | 100 | 110 | 120 | 130 mm
It.#: 5_100 | 100 % Mohair | widths: 38 | 50 | 60 | 62 | 65 | 68 | 100 | 110 | 120 | 130 mm
It.#: 5_300 | race Mohair | widths: 59 | 62 | 110 | 120 mm
Sandra Lahnsteiner in Island
© Colleen Gentemann
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backcountry skiing
with kids …
startUp ski touring adapter
With the contour startUp touring adapter, you don’t have to
wait for your kids to grow up to go ski touring with them. You
can do it now!
Simply adjust them to the length of the ski boot, insert into the
binding, secure onto ski boot with the lift of a lever - and off you
go. Child-friendly handling – even with gloves on.
• Minimal weight: just 840 g / pair
• For sole lengths of 245 - 305 mm
• Stash in your pack for the descent
• Stuff sack included

It.#: 4500

245–305 mm sole lenght

99,90 €

PROTECT OUR WINTERS
Climate action rooted in winter sports

hybrid kids’ skins

Trimmable 95 mm wide skins with easy-to-mount tip fix, no tail
hook, just trim to fit the length of the ski. The hybrid adhesive
technology means they are super easy to use.
125 cm long (suitable for skis up to 140 cm)
It.#: 559525 | width: 95 mm | lenght: 125 cm – 59,90 €

startUp set
It.#: 4511 | startUp touring adapter & kids skins

139,90 €

Pro-snowboarder Jeremy Jones started the Protect
Our Winters (POW) movement in 2007. As a professional athlete, he had first-hand experience of the
effects of climate change on the mountain environment. He was keenly aware of the part that winter
tourism had to play in it, but also of the opportunities
it presented.
POW seeks to increase awareness of climate change
and spur the winter sports community into action on
climate change and nature conservation. Education
initiatives, the formation of interest groups and the
support of regional projects are an integral part of
this. By partnering up with regional tourist boards,
businesses, event organisers and other initiatives,

POW has set out from the start, to spread its core
message as far and wide as possible and to link regional initiatives with national initiatives in the countries
affected. The POW movement is now represented in
the USA, Sweden, Norway, Finland, France, England
and Switzerland. POW Austria was founded in 2015.
Aside from contour, POW Austria is also partners with
klean kanteen and Blue Tomato.
 www.protectourwinters.at
 @ProtectOurWintersAustria
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Iceland

Georgia

Russia

Svaneti - Central Caucasus

Onekotan

climbing skins made in Austria

From the heart of the Alps,
to the world’s highest peaks.
Sandra Lahnsteiner
© Colleen Gentemann

Sandra Lahnsteiner on her adventure
in Iceland, while shooting Shades of
Winter CONNECTS.
 www.sandralahnsteiner.com
 www.shades-of-winter.com
 @sandra.lahnsteiner

Melissa Presslaber
© Simon Rainer

Melissa Presslaber on her
expedition in Svaneti
 www.meltirol.com
 @melissa.presslaber

Neil Williman
© Tove Kockum

Matthias Mayr
© Jonas Blum

Neil Williman heading
up Mount Cook

Matthias Mayr on Onekotan
while shooting his movie

 @neilwilliman
 @NeilWillimanskiinghuman

 www.matthiasmayr.com
 @matthimayr

New Zealand

Mount Cook
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t h e h y bri

essive
19,90 €

adh

It.#: 4250 | hybrid cleaning
spray 100ml

d

hybrid cleaning spray
For the removal of stubborn dirt
on our hybrid adhesive. Pump
spray bottle

spare parts

re a c t i v a t i n

g

cleani ng

hybrid adhesive care

hybrid cleaning wipe
To clean the adhesive and improve its performance. 2 pieces for 1
pair of skins.
It.#: 4249 | Sachet with 2 wipes

tip fix incl. rivets
for hybrid pure and mix, for one
pair of skins. Fits tip buckles from
75 mm to 115 mm.

Varioclip
Tip fix, perfect for hybrid skins.
Fits tip buckles from 75 to 115
mm, z-buckle and race tip.

It.#: 4207 | tip fix incl. rivets

It.#: 4231 | 1 pair w/o wire buckle

9,90 €

Easy Tip Buckle with Velcro®
Tip buckle with Velcro® for easy
skins.
5,95 €

Rubber Tip Fix / Race Tip
Available in three widths. Race
tip fits skis with tip notch.
It.#: 422_ | width: 65, 75, 85 mm

Transfer-Tape
4 m roll of iron-on transfer tape
adhesive for renewalof adhesive on
contour guide, easy and race skins.
Simply iron onto clean skin.
It.#: 4212 | width: 68 mm
It.#: 4215 | width: 125 mm

Transfer-Tape
50 m roll of iron-on transfer tape
adhesive for renewal of adhesive
on contour guide, easy and
race skins. Simply iron onto clean
skin.

It.#: 4234 | tail clip set

10,90 €
13,90 €

Tail Clip Set
Tail clips including straps and
rivets for one pair of skins.
14,90 €

11,90 €

65 mm for lightly shaped carving skis
75 mm for carving skis
85 mm for freeride skis

It.#: 4221 | race tip

13,90 €

2,95 €

It.#: 4210 | Z-buckle

4,90 €

1,95 €

4,95 €

It.#: 4110 | sizes: 85, 95,
105, 115 mm

It.#: 4200 | 75 ml-tube
toluene-free

It.#: 4206 | sizes: 50, 65, 75, 85,
95, 105, 115 mm

It.#: 4233-_ | widths: 75, 85,
95, 105, 115 mm

hot melt adhesive care

Glue in tubes
To renew the adhesive of contour
guide, easy and race skins; for
1 - 2 pairs

12,90 €

wire buckle / folding clip
Inner width range from 50 to 115
mm, z-buckle for skis with tip hole

It.#: 4232-500 | tail clip

It.#: 4232-000 | tail clip wide

9,90 €
9,90 €

11,90 €

Tail hook set
Tail hooks including rivets for one
pair of skins
It.#: 4228 | tail hook set

Tail Clip / Tail Clip Wide
Tail clip sits flush, even on rounded tails. Wide version for >5mm
tails.

3,00 €

shark tail hook
Tail fix attached using a hammer,
for simple length adjustment.
It.#: 4230 | shark tailhook

3,90 €

It.#: 4217 | width: 100 mm
It.#: 4219 | width: 125 mm
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accessories

videos


Backing Foil
Store skins covered in this foil to
keep
the
adhesive
and€ tacky.
It.#: 4201
| width:
110 mmclean 3,90
2×1m

It.#: 4211 | width: 140 mm
2×1m

5,90 €

stuff sack
For storing skins (with or without
microfibre cloth). Use microfibre cloth
to dry and clean ski base before
applying skins.
It.#: 4208 | stuff sack

3,90 €

It.#: 4209 | stuff sack
incl. microfibre

4,90 €

Skin wax
Special paraffin wax to prevent
skins from icing up.
It.#: 4205 | 40 g, in plastic box

4,95 €

Protective Mesh
Keep the adhesive clean and
It.#: 4226
120 mm
tacky
by| width:
sticking
the mesh4,90
on€it.

trimming tool
For easy and precise trimming
along the ski edge.

It.#: 4227 | width: 140 mm
2×1m

It.#: 4220 | trimming tool

2×1m

5,90 €

powder leashes
Keep track of your skis in deep
snow. Red or blue.
It.#: 6850 | length: 150 cm

7,50 €

Mohair spray
Prevents skins from icing up and
increases glide performance.
It.#: 4203 | 250 ml-pump-spray
without propellant

14,90 €

Trimming hybrid
skins with offset
hybrid cutter

Trimming
splitboard skins

Trimming skins
using trimming tool

hybrid free
in action

Attaching a
shark tail hook

2,40 €

offset hybrid cutter
Included with all hybrid skins.
Gives skins the perfect offset
without having to reposition them
during the trimming process.
It.#: 4235 | offset hybrid cutter

Cleaning and
reactivating the
hybrid adhesive

7,90 €

Liquid wax
Prevents skins from icing up and
increases the glide performance.
It.#: 4204 | 100 ml,
with sponge applicator

14,90 €
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WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS
contact

Koch alpin GmbH

Volderer Brücke 9
6068 Mils
Tel.: +43 (0)5223 45594-0
Fax: +43 (0)5223 45594-94
office@kochalpin.at
www.kochalpin.at
UID: AT U57542449
commercial reg. no. FN 242790w
commercial court Innsbruck
ARA: 6707

AUSTRIA / GERMANY / OTHER COUNTRIES
Koch alpin GmbH
Volderer Brücke 9 | A 6068 Mils
Tel. +43 (0)5223 45594-0 | Fax -94
office@kochalpin.at
www.kochalpin.at
AUSTRALIA
Bigpond
4223 Curumbin QL
rndbrown@bgipond.com
CANADA
C.A.M.P. USA Inc.
Golden, CO 80403 / USA
www.camp-usa.com

NORWAY
Kårvatn Handelskompani AS
6645 Todalen
post@karvatn.com
www.karvatn.com
ROMANIA
Vertical Rock Srl
505800 Zarnesti, BV
schialpinism@yahoo.com
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Exponenta
141014 Moscow
Tel. +7 498 610 31 21
exponenta@inbox.ru
www.snowshoes.ru

office hours
Mo – Thu | 8:00 – 12:30 & 13:15 – 17:00
Fr | 8:00 – 12:00

CHILE
Da‘Ski
Las Condes, Santiago
info@daski.cl
www.daski.cl

graphics & design
©KULTIG Werbeagentur
Innsbruck

CZECH REPUBLIC / POLAND
Sam Hawkins
739 58 Trinec
www.skialpshop.cz

SLOVENIA
Iglu Sport
1111 Ljubljana
www.iglusport.si

Photo credits:

FRANCE
C.A.M.P. France
74700 Sallanches
www.camp-france.fr

SPAIN
J. Esteller S.L.
08620 Sant Vicenç dels Horts
www.esteller.com
info@esteller.com

Brent Doscher Photography
Mohair of SA
Dominique Huter
KULTIG / Lara Hochreiter
Koch alpin
POW
Jonas Blum
Colleen Gentemann
Simon Rainer
Tove Kockum

facebook.com/contourskins

instagram.com/contour_skins

GREECE
Klaoudatos
36100 Karpenissi
www.klaoudatos.gr
HUNGARY
Sikercsillag Kft
1034 Budapest
www.nordicwalkingsport.hu
ICELAND
Íslensku Alparnir
Prosport ehf.
108 Reykjavik
www.alparnir.is
ITALY
C.A.M.P. S.p.A. Via Roma,
23 23834 Premana (Lecco)
www.camp.it
JAPAN
Vector Glide Co., LTD
113-0022
3-24-8-1001 Sendagi
Bunkyoku. Tokyo
www.vectorglide.jp
KOREA
Himazone
Guri-Si Gyeonggi-Do
www.himazone.kr
NETHERLANDS
Snowcountry B.V.
3836 PC Stoutenburg-Noord
www.snowcountry.nl
NEW ZEALAND
Mountain Adventure
8023 Christchurch
info@mountainadventure.co.nz
www.mountainadventure.co.nz

SLOVAK REPUBLIC
Tatrasport
811 06 Bratislava
www.tatrasport.sk

SWITZERLAND
Mountain Consulting
8004 Zürich
www.mountain-consulting.ch
office@allpedes.ch
TURKEY
KAR GIDA İNŞ. SPOR MALZ.
GİYİM SAN. Ve TİC. LTD. ŞTİ
K.Karamustafa Paşa Mah.
Necatibey Cd. No:16/7, 34425
Karaköy-Beyoğlu/ Istanbul
www.karspor.com.tr
UNITED KINGDOM
Noble Custom
Custom House Hillside Farm
Rempstone Road
Wymeswold / Loughborough
LE12 6UE
sam@noblecustom.co.uk
www.noblecustom.co.uk
USA
C.A.M.P. USA Inc.
Golden, CO 80403 / USA
www.camp-usa.com
BULGARIA:
Nomadia LTD
1233 Sofia
www.nomadia.bg
office@nomadia.bg
SWEDEN:
Desporter AB
83134 Östersund
www.desporter.se
order@desporter.se

